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Abstract

African-American (AA) women experience higher mortality from breast cancer than any other 

racial group. Understanding community-held perceptions of environmental contaminants as risk 

factors for breast cancer can inform the development of tailored prevention and education efforts 

for improve health outcomes. Six focus groups were conducted with AA participants in two 

counties in South Carolina, and themes were identified using open and axial coding. Perceived 

environmental risks for breast cancer most frequently discussed by participants were compared 

to findings from published systematic reviews. Frequently discussed environmental risk factors 

by participants were deodorants containing aluminum, plastics, pesticides, and air and water 

pollution. While perceptions of aluminum and air pollution as risk factors did not align with the 

state of the science, perceived risk factors of chemicals in plastics and pesticides were found 
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to be in alignment. There is some congruence between perceived environmental risks for breast 

cancer within the AA community and the current state of the science; however, there is a need to 

communicate information that reflects current science regarding commonly held misconceptions. 

Development of evidence-based, clear, and culturally appropriate messaging that reflects the 

current state of the science is warranted.
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Introduction

In the United States (US), breast cancer affects 1 in 8 women and is the second leading 

cause of cancer death [1]. African-American (AA) women experience higher mortality from 

breast cancer than any other racial group [1, 2]. In addition, AA women are more often 

diagnosed with later stage breast cancer and have lower stage-specific survival rates [3, 4]. 

Environmental, biological, behavioral, and socio-cultural factors influence breast health and 

breast cancer risk [3-5].

There are several known and suspected environmental risks for breast cancer, including 

exposure to pesticides, industrial pollutants, plastics, traffic emissions, and radiation [5-15]. 

Residence in an economically segregated environment, increased psychosocial stress, 

and poor access to health care and quality education can all increase cancer risk [3, 

16]. However, much debate surrounds the specific risks, timing of exposure, and dose

response relationship between environmental contaminants and breast cancer [5, 6, 17-20]. 

Avariety of socio-cultural and economic factors also influence environmental exposure and 

thereby may contribute to breast cancer disparities affecting AAwomen [3, 11, 21, 22]. 

Understanding community perceptions of environmental risk can inform the development 

of tailored prevention and education programs that can effectively edify this population. 

For the purpose of this study, environmental risks were defined as exogenous exposures to 

potentially hazardous chemicals or physical agents, and did not include behavioral/lifestyle 

factors, such as diet and exercise [4].

Race, ethnicity, and socio-economic position correlate with social, political, and cultural 

affiliations that impact perceptions of cancer risk and screening [16]. Social and cultural 

influences on beliefs about health can impact understanding and acceptance of health 

messages. This necessitates the use of culturally sensitive approaches to ensure effective 

educational efforts for community members from diverse backgrounds [3, 22, 23]. 

Identification of appropriate strategies for effectively communicating accurate, evidence

based information regarding breast cancer risk factors for diverse audiences is essential, 

as health literacy skills and health information delivery preferences may vary [24-27]. In 

previous research on the content, readability, and cultural sensitivity of online information 

regarding environmental contaminants as risk factors for breast cancer available in the 

US, we found that the majority of online resources were not appropriately targeted for or 

sensitive to diverse audiences, and included technical references and language written at or 
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above a high school reading grade level [24]. This lack of plain language and culturally 

relevant messaging serves as a barrier to universal understanding of breast cancer risk 

information [24-26]. In addition, our larger qualitative study exploring AA perceptions 

about breast cancer, health messaging, and environmental risk highlighted cultural mistrust 

in medical information received. Participants requested tactile, visual, and reliable plain 

language information that can be used as a reference in their household [25]. These 

findings suggest that AA perceptions of environmental risk for breast cancer are influenced 

by perceptions of source reliability and messaging format. Effective communication of 

scientific research and health messaging thus requires a collaborative, community-engaged 

approach, which aids in trust building between the research community and the target 

population, and generates messaging and prevention strategies that are generated from the 

community itself [3, 25, 28-30].

Based on the above discussion, there is a critical need to understand how personal 

perceptions about environmental risks for breast cancer relate to the current scientific 

evidence [25, 30, 31]. We assume, appropriately, that the peer-reviewed literature 

represents our best current understanding of these risks, although we acknowledge 

that there is incomplete data and understanding in a number of areas and research is 

ongoing. Nevertheless, this comparison will allow an assessment of possible limitations or 

misperceptions in community knowledge and inform the development of effective health 

communication strategies to address them. This study comparing the qualitative assessment 

of AA community members’ beliefs about environmental risks for breast cancer with current 

scientific evidence on environmental risks aims to fill this gap and to enhance targeted 

prevention and education efforts for this high-risk population.

Methods

Study Setting

The purpose of this study was to compare the AA community’s perceptions of 

environmental risks for breast cancer to the current state of the science on environmental 

risks. Guided by grounded theory, as defined by Corbin and Strauss [32], we conducted 

a qualitative inquiry through focus group discussions regarding knowledge, beliefs, and 

perceptions of environmental contaminants as risks of breast cancer in the AA community 

in South Carolina. The current analysis focuses on the perceptions of specific environmental 

risks of breast cancer that were identified by focus group participants. This study was 

approved by the University’s institutional review board. Additional details on participant 

selection, focus group methodology, and analysis are published elsewhere as part of our 

larger qualitative study [25].

Data Collection

An analysis of systematic reviews on environmental risks of breast cancer was conducted 

to synthesize the current state of the science. Systematic reviews were collected in October 

of 2018 through a PubMed and Google Scholar search utilizing the search terms “organic 

pollutants,” “radiation,” “antiperspirants,” “pollution,” “endocrine disruptors,” “UV,” and 

“metals,” in combination with the terms “breast cancer” or “BrCA” and “systematic review,” 
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as well as the search combination “breast cancer” and “environment” and “meta-analysis.” 

These search terms were based on a review of the literature regarding environmental 

risk factors for breast cancer and the US Interagency Breast Cancer and Environmental 

Research Coordinating Committee (US IBCERCC) guidelines [4, 24]. Ten relevant reviews 

were located and scientific findings from these reviews were compared to the perceptions 

of environmental risks most frequently discussed by AA participants in focus groups 

[6-15]. For this comparison, only the portion of focus group discussion that focused on 

environmental risk perceptions was included in analysis.

Participant Selection

Recruitment for this study utilized purposive and convenience sampling methods [32]. 

Participants were recruited in collaboration with a local adult literacy organization and 

four faithbased partners who assisted with direct recruitment and information dissemination 

within the community. Research assistants also distributed flyers and printed posters in 

public spaces, advertised on local radio stations, and contacted potential study participants 

directly upon referral. All eligible participants were AA community members caring for a 

female family member under the age of 18 years old.

Focus Group Protocol

Six audio-recorded focus groups, ranging from 45 to 90 min in length, were conducted 

in a roundtable format at an adult literacy center in the community. Each focus group 

consisted of 6–15 participants, with two or three research team members, and at least one 

community partner. Researchers and the community partner were all female, and each focus 

group was led by at least one race concordant moderator. Community partners assisted 

with introductions and registration, and research team members served as note-takers and 

moderators. Interviews were semi-structured, with an open-ended question format, and field 

notes, drafted by research team members, were used to support data analysis. Participants 

completed a demographic survey and a reading comprehension assessment, utilizing a 

modified Cloze procedure [33], before the initial focus group, and all participants were 

given a small monetary incentive for their participation at the conclusion of each session.

Data Analysis

All focus groups were professionally transcribed. Focus group question format was guided 

by similar focus group studies [23]. Two specific questions were posed to elicit community 

members’ perceptions of breast cancer risk. The first question was: “What do you know 

about breast cancer in general?” This question was followed by the following prompts: “In 

your opinion, what are some of the risk factors for breast cancer?”, and “What are some 

of the signs and symptoms?” The second question was: “When thinking about risk factors 

for breast cancer, what comes to mind?” This question was followed by keyword prompts 

such as “genetics,” “family history,” “environmental,” and “personal care products.” Two 

research team members (KRL, SK), who also served as interviewers, used open and axial 

coding procedures to identify themes that emerged from the focus group data [32], and data 

were analyzed until there were no new emerging themes. For the purpose of this analysis, 

we focused solely on the theme of “perceptions about environmental risks of breast cancer” 

that emerged from the responses to the two questions listed previously. With this specific 
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analytic code, frequencies were calculated to determine how often certain words associated 

with certain risks were discussed during the focus groups using the Word Cruncher function 

in Atlas.ti. After selecting for the most commonly discussed environmental risks, these 

perceptions were compared to the systematic review evidence and noted as to whether or not 

they aligned.

Results

This qualitative inquiry consisted of six focus group discussions (n = 50 participants) 

held in two South Carolina counties where the research team has established community 

partnerships. Participants were community dwelling AAs who were mostly female 

(98%), with a mean age of 49.4 years (standard deviation/SD = 13.8). The majority 

of participants (38%) reported full-time employment and some college education. Cloze 

reading comprehension scores (n = 49) showed similar results, with an average Cloze score 

of 76.8% for the lower grade level document (SD = 18.5), and 78.4% for the higher grade 

level document (SD = 17.3).

Perceived Environmental Risks for Breast Cancer

From the focus group discussion, several perceived risks emerged that are commonly 

associated with breast cancer and often noted in media discourse [24]. Each perceived risk 

was compared to the state of the science, based on reviews published in the peer-reviewed 

literature, and can be found in Table 1. The most frequently discussed perceived risk by 

participants related to the use of deodorants containing aluminum (25 mentions or 55.6% of 

mentions), and was commonly considered a risk mainly due to information that participants 

had heard or read. Perception of this risk, however, did not align with related scientific 

literature, that found insufficient evidence of a correlation between aluminum and breast 

cancer [6, 7]. While deodorants contain a mixture of components that may pose differential 

risks for breast cancer [6, 7], aluminum was the only component mentioned by participants.

The second most commonly discussed risk was plastics (13 mentions; 28.9%), with specific 

mention of those containing bisphenol A (BPA) (3 mentions; 6.7%). Some participants 

suggested that the heating of plastic water bottles could leach chemicals into the water, 

thereby making it potentially harmful to ingest. A review of clinical literature concluded that 

endocrine-mimicking properties of BPA could increase the risk of breast cancer [8-11]; thus, 

there was congruence between public perception and the scientific evidence. Evidence that 

the heating of plastic water bottles would impact risk, however, was limited and thus not 

confirmatory based on these particular reviews.

Use of pesticides (4 mentions; 8.9%) and water pollution were also discussed as potential 

risks, although with lesser frequency than that of deodorants and plastics. Use of pesticides 

was of particular concern in reference to perception of agricultural practices that introduce 

hazardous chemicals from pesticides into the food chain. Discussion around water pollution 

was also related to pesticides as water as other contaminants. These concerns aligned 

with the general scientific consensus regarding dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), 

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and other organic compounds. Although there are studies 

that show no link, a substantial number of epidemiology and laboratory studies show that 
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a link between increased DDT and PCBs concentrations and increased incidence of breast 

cancer is likely [10-13].

Air pollution resulting from factories and vehicular traffic was the least suggested risk (3 

mentions; 6.67%). Air pollution is a complex mixture of a range of different chemicals 

and particles, whose concentrations are spatially and temporally variable. Current reviews 

demonstrate an increased risk of breast cancer due to certain specific components of 

air pollution but not others, specifically where polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), 

nitrogen dioxide, and nitrogen oxides are implicated with breast cancer [11-15]. Due to a 

lack of evidence and the complexity of the exposure, it is unclear as to whether or not 

perceptions of air pollution as a risk of breast cancer align with the state of the science.

Discussion

During focus group discussions, participants most commonly identified aluminum (in 

deodorant) and plastics/BPA as environmental risks for breast cancer, followed by 

pesticides, and water and air pollution, which were mentioned with lesser frequency. 

Perceptions of these risks were mostly congruent with the state of the science for all risks 

besides that of aluminum in deodorant, for which evidence has not confirmed an association, 

and air pollution, for which there is some support for a correlation with specific constituents 

of pollution [6-15]. Findings also demonstrated that participants were generally aware of the 

same environmental risks but lacked awareness regarding the degree to which each factor 

posed a risk for breast cancer. In addition, participants did not mention specific chemicals 

(besides BPA) or compounds when discussing risk. The US IBCERCC recommends a 

“precautionary approach” regarding risk communication where there are areas of uncertainty 

in the state of the science [4]. This approach considers the “weight of the evidence” and 

takes into account that relationships between risk factors and outcomes may not always be 

clear. Precautionary efforts then focus on prevention when there is uncertainty, exploration 

of alternatives to possible harms where feasible, and an increase of community participation 

in the decision making process [4]. To improve knowledge of breast cancer risks and related 

health outcomes, it is crucial to understand in more detail how AA community members are 

informed about these risks, and to what extent they understand each risk, building on the 

data provided in this study. As health information source, method, and channel preferences 

differ between races [34, 35], the development of messaging that is evidence-based, clear, 

and culturally relevant can aid in both the reduction of popular misperceptions and the 

solidification of community-held knowledge that accurately reflects the current state of the 

science [25, 28, 29].

Implications

Regarding the commonly held perceptions that emerged from focus group dialogue, message 

familiarity can be considered in the design of prevention or risk communication strategies 

for AA community members [36, 37]. For example, as the science does not demonstrate 

causation between aluminum in deodorant and breast cancer, leveraging clearer messages 

that impart source reliability may serve as an important strategy to refute this common 

perception. Additional discussion about preferred messaging sources and the age segment 
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that shares this belief will aid message design that accurately addresses the literacy and 

format needs for this perceived risk. As the commonly mentioned risks of plastics and 

related chemicals (e.g., BPA) align with the science, comprehensive messaging that builds 

upon message familiarity and provides specific details regarding exposure pathways and 

dose-response will likely provide greater benefit to the general AA population [36]. Less 

mentioned risks, such as pesticides, and water and air pollution, may necessitate concise 

and plain language messaging to account for more limited message familiarity. Inclusion 

of feasible alternatives or practices that reduce exposure to confirmed environmental risks 

is also warranted [4]. Environmental risks not mentioned by focus group participants 

were exposure to radiation and other metals [4, 10]. Understanding what knowledge 

of these unmentioned risks exists within this community, and assessing familiarity with 

specific chemicals and compounds that comprise mentioned risks could be explored in 

further studies. Exploring community members’ definition of “risk” will also be important 

as messages are developed. While lifestyle factors, such as poverty, night shift work, 

urbanization, poor diet and exercise habits, and use of alcohol and tobacco were not 

discussed, we recognize that the interrelationships between these factors and increased 

exposure to environmental risks is relevant for future discussion.

Tailored educational materials and campaigns regarding environmental risks for breast 

cancer should contain concise, accurate information that is presented both visually and in 

a variety of formats [4, 25]. Imagery should also accurately represent the AA population 

as the target of the messaging, and should consider depictions of AA individuals that are 

diverse and culturally sensitive. Guided by results from this analysis, key considerations 

for the design of appropriate environmental risk communication also include identification 

of health information source preference specific to the target population [22-25, 34, 35], 

segmented and tailored communication that considers subgroups within larger community 

systems and varying motivation levels of population subgroups [23, 25, 27, 28, 36, 37], 

messaging that comprehensively addresses varying age groups in order to encourage an 

intergenerational dialogue that can ensure community learning [22, 29], multiple messaging 

formats that account for both delivery preference and hard to reach audiences [4], discussion 

of alternative practices/products [4, 27] or exposure reduction strategies for participant 

consideration [28, 29], and inclusion of calls to action with relevant follow-up contact 

information [27, 29].

Limitations and Conclusions

This study has limitations as findings pertain to a specific population and geographic 

region and may not be generalizable to other populations. As most of the discussion on 

participant perceptions was anecdotal (stories from friends and family), or unverifiable 

(non-specific Internet or media sources), limited information on resource viability can be 

offered. Participant perceptions regarding the degree and extent of each environmental risk 

were not assessed, and necessitate future study. Our study mirrors findings from interviews 

with residents in another Southeastern state by Spector and colleagues (2010), which 

demonstrated that 75% of AA women and 80% of Caucasian women perceived a variety 

of environmental exposures as risk factors for breast cancer despite uncertainty regarding 

their specific role in causation [31]. This suggests that there is universal need for improved 
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education that imparts current, accurate information regarding the specifics of causation and 

exposure. As AA breast cancer mortality rates are higher than those of other populations [1, 

2], early intervention and appropriately tailored education efforts regarding confirmed risk 

factors and screening are critical. For comparison to participant perceptions, our evaluation 

of systematic reviews was focused on content, and quality of reviews was not formally 

assessed; we relied on the expertise of the authors and the peer review system. This study 

contributes to the literature by identifying whether AA community members’ awareness and 

perceptions of environmental risks for breast cancer are congruent with current science. This 

information can inform the development of effective, tailored health prevention messages 

that use plain language and aim to improve communities’ scientific understanding and 

informed decision-making, as well as potential screening efforts. More research is needed to 

gain an in-depth understanding of perceptions of a host of environmental and lifestyle risk 

factors for breast cancer in order to provide comprehensive education materials that meet the 

information needs and delivery preferences of this high-risk population. Additional research 

in cancer messaging source selection and specific needs for population subgroups is also 

warranted.
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Table 1

Comparison of focus group participant perceptions of environmental risks of breast cancer with current 

scientific evidence and related agreement

Chemical or
consumer 
product

Participant perception of risk
(summary and quotes)

Systematic review evidence
regarding risk

Alignment of perception
and scientific evidence

Antiperspirants Summary: Perceived as cancer risk mainly due to 
the aluminum
They say it is deodorant, that’s why that what is 
it, that Tom’s, they say Tom’s is the one that do 
not have that something that the other deodorant 
have
And deodorant. They say deodorants can cause 
breast cancer.
And so I do try to use natural deodorants with my 
daughter, but it’s very difficult to find something 
that’s good and really works…It’s Aluminum
free…
… and what I recently found out I’m not sure 
if it’s a risk factor certain additives or certain 
ingredients in certain deodorants.

Reviews (Allam [6]; Willhite et al. 
[7]) discussed available research data 
and previously published reviews 
on aluminum-containing deodorants. 
Aluminum (Al) is known to cause 
certain health issues given a 
large enough amount and time of 
exposure, dependent on exposure 
route. Al penetration of the skin from 
deodorants is likely to be extremely 
limited. Most current studies are 
limited but several sufficient to 
assess data. No good evidence 
of a correlation between aluminum
containing deodorant usage and 
breast cancer was found, and no 
realistic mechanism of action has 
been proposed.

A range of studies have 
investigated this link and 
found limited or no evidence 
of any correlation or 
potential mechanism. There 
are limits and uncertainties 
and potential gaps, but a 
reasonable assessment is that 
risk is low. Comments reflect 
the uncertainty of the science 
as known, but not the overall 
conclusions. The concern 
is rational given the high 
(voluntary) exposure and data 
gaps, but does not fully align 
with the scientific evidence. 
As deodorants contain a 
mixture of chemicals, more 
than one could present a risk 
for breast cancer, but the 
only perceived risk mentioned 
by participants was that 
of aluminum, for which 
there was no confirmatory 
evidence.

Plastic/BPA Summary: Perceived as cancer risk because 
chemicals can leach into water/food
The chemical out of this plastic can give you 
breast cancer or any other cancer. So basically, if 
you got hot water – you know, water in plastic, 
just throw it away. You always hear like plastics, 
not leaving your [BPA] water or anything in the 
car because of the properties change and could – 
in the plastic and can cause, uh, breast cancer.
I mean I know frozen vegetables is a vegetable 
but you got that process of sitting in the freezer 
and it’s in a plastic bag. And I seen the other 
day, like, if we sit this water out in a hot car… 
And you go back and drink it… The chemicals 
are in this plastic can give you breast cancer. The 
chemical out of this plastic can give you breast 
cancer or any other cancer. So basically, if you 
got hot water – you know, water in plastic, just 
throw it away.

Seachrist et al. [8], Romagnolo 
et al. [9], T Gray et al. [10], 
and Rodgers et al. [11] all 
reviewed peer-reviewed information 
on BPA and its relation to cancer, 
including breast cancer. There is 
a ubiquitous exposure to BPA in 
food, water and the environment. 
BPA is a weak endocrine disrupting 
chemical (EDC). Animal studies 
provide extensive and mechanistic 
information suggesting that BPA 
is a likely human carcinogen. 
Dose effects are not straightforward 
with non-monotonic dose-response 
relationships and important windows 
of susceptibility e.g., during gestation 
and puberty. Human studies are 
less conclusive, most likely due 
to the difficulties inherent in 
epidemiological research.

There was a strong perception 
of risk that is allied to 
the known science. Causation 
is implied in people’s 
views, which tallies with the 
extensive mammalian data. 
Equivocal human studies on 
the link do not enter into 
people’s perceptions, and 
this matches the explanation 
in the science community 
that the lack of correlation 
between exposure and breast 
cancer incidence was a 
methodological issue.

Pesticides Summary: Perceived as cancer risk because 
harmful chemicals from the pesticides enter the 
food chain
[Food] can be a risk because if you do not detox 
your body, all that toxin’s within you. And it goes 
in your blood level, I mean, your blood. It may 
go in, like, it might go to your breast. It might go 
cause problems with your hand, your legs, your 
feet, your brain.
Now you hear of people dying of cancer, but I’m 
saying you never heard nobody talking about - So 
it’s the food we eat, the things we drink and what 
we put in it’s what we put in our bodies.
So I mean anything we eat, we can get cancer. 
Anything we drink can be cancer, because they 
put, I mean, you do not know. A lot of water now, 
yeah, it was contaminated. Mm-hmm, bottled 

Brody et al. [13], Maqbool et al. 
[12], and Gray et al. [10] reviewed 
the scientific literature available. 
Pesticides are a class of compounds 
not a single chemical or homologous 
group. Evidence suggests that 
exposure to certain pesticides, but 
possibly not others, correlate with 
increased breast cancer risk. Greatest 
evidence exists for organochlorines 
with EDC-type behavior.

A perception of a link 
between pesticides and breast 
cancer, which agreed well 
with the scientific literature. 
People perceptions did not 
distinguish between the 
likelihood of risk or pesticides 
with different chemistries 
and behaviors. Consequently, 
the perception of risk was 
stronger than the effect 
as shown by the scientific 
literature.
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Chemical or
consumer 
product

Participant perception of risk
(summary and quotes)

Systematic review evidence
regarding risk

Alignment of perception
and scientific evidence

water.
I agree with what she’s saying, um, not just 
dealing with breast cancer but with other, um, 
health issues I believe it’s the additives, the 
pesticides, those different things of the fillers that 
they are putting in, in foods.

Pollution Summary: Perceived as cancer risk because of the 
harmful chemicals in air and water
Um, like things they were talking about, 
pollution, like waste, radioactive, things that they 
were talking about that’s real scary, about you do 
not know what type of disease that you can get 
from these different types of materials that’s in 
the environment.
Pollution from cars. Exhaust, you know.
On the ground. I mean think about Savannah 
[River Site] in South Carolina. You know, we do 
not know. My, my OB/GYN told me when I was 
pregnant with my second child and she said you 
know, we do not know the ramifications 30, 40 
years down the road.
I think of when I hear environment I think of like 
certain pollutants in the air.
Sometimes, the area where you live, if there’s 
been factories, manufacturers and stuff like that, 
and contaminated water.
Even the, uh, fumes and stuff from the cars and 
air conditioning, stuff like that.

Brody et al. [13], Maqbool et al. [12], 
Keramatinia et al. [14], Rodgers et al. 
[11], and White et al. [15] reviewed 
the scientific literature available. 
Evidence suggests exposure to 
certain pollutants may correlate with 
increased breast cancer risk. PCB 
and PAH were associated with an 
increase in breast cancer, based 
on epidemiologic and experimental 
studies. Evidence regarding dioxins 
and organic solvents was sparse 
and methodologically limited, though 
associations between breast cancer 
risk and air pollution from traffic 
containing nitrogen oxides and 
nitrogen dioxide, but not for 
particulate matter, were found in 
epidemiologic studies.

A perception of a link 
between pollutants and 
breast cancer, which agreed 
somewhat with the scientific 
literature, however, perception 
of risk was stronger than the 
moderate effect as shown by 
the scientific literature.
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